Any Donations of Kleenex, Disinfectant Wipes & Hand Sanitizer would be greatly appreciated. Please drop off at the HS Office.

Allred - Sculpture- $50 fee-sketchbook, glass, pencils

Art 1 & Art 2 - $25 fee-pencils, general paint brush set, fine sharpie, extra fine sharpie, chisel sharpie, (NO sketchbook this year-we’re making them)

AP Art - $50 fee-pencils, general paint brush set, fine sharpie, extra fine sharpie, chisel sharpie (no sketchbook needed, we will make them) Any extra supplies you would like to work with this year.

Bond - All Classes - 2" or 3" 3-ring binder with 10 dividers with pockets, graph paper, pencils and pens (non-red ink, but fun colors are welcome), ream of copy paper, index cards, kleenex, headphones, earbuds, or other device to listen to videos on chromebooks

AP Statistics - dice, deck of playing cards

Brady -

Carmin -

Chenoweth -

Cox -

Custar -

Henderson - Given to students in class

Hight - Single subject notebook, notebook paper, folder

Houghton -

Howell -

Kennedy - TI-83 Needed for all classes or $25 rental fee. Kleenex, Hand Sanitizer, Ream of Copy Paper, Graph Paper, Notebook Paper, 3 Ring Binder

Loftin -


General Supply List (AP Chemistry, AP Environmental Science, Physical Science, and Earth and Space Science): 1 - 2"-3" three ring binder, 1 - pack of wide rule or college rule loose leaf paper - 100+ sheets, 1 - pack graph paper - a 60 sheet booklet is fine, 1 - box of colored pencils or non-permanent markers, 1 - composition notebook - It must be a “classic” marble notebook, 1 - scientific calculator (like TI-30XIS) I also put an idea/suggestion list together on Amazon, if you want to take a look at that. http://a.co/e5YoGvD

Matthesen -

Matthiesen - All Classes- 1 inch binder, cheap air buds, flash drive, 1 ream of paper, box of kleenex.

Miller - Ag Class Supplies (Except Ag mechanics) 1 - 3 Ring Binder, Loose Leaf Paper - College or Wide Ruled

Nelson-
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**Sweet** - (Fees: **Physical Science**: $5.00) 3 Ring Binder, Notebook Paper, TI 30xa or TI 30XIIIS Calculator, Pencils

**Chemistry**: $5 fee - 3 Ring Binder, Paper, Calculator

**Zagar** - $25 Woodworking Fee